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further enhancement, but on that point there is always room for doubt
especially when the export phase is taken into consideration.—Times.
(state of the export trade)
Witchcraft has been put a stop to by Act of Parliament; but the
mysterious relations which it emblemed still continue.—carlyle.
(symbolized)
It will only have itself to thank if future disaster rewards its nescience
of the conditions of successful warfare.—Outlook, (ignorance)
Continual vigilance is imperative on the public to ensure . . .— Times.
(We must be ever on the watch)
These manoeuvres are by no means new, and their recrudescence is
hardly calculated to influence the development of events.— Times.
(the present use of them is not likely to be effective)
*I have no particular business at L	', said he; 'I was merely
going thither to pass a day or two.1—borrow,    (there)
1. Prefer the concrete word (or rather expression) to the
abstract. It may be here remarked that abstract expression
and the excessive use of nouns are almost the same thing.
The cure consists very much, therefore, in the clearing away
of noun rubbish.
The general poverty of explanation as to the diction of particular
phrases seemed to point in the same direction.— Cambridge University
Reporter.
(It was perhaps owing to this also that the diction of particular phrases
was often so badly explained)
An elementary condition of a sound discussion is a frank recognition
of the gulf severing t<wo sets of facts.— Times.
(There can be no sound discussion where the gulf severing two sets of
facts is not frankly recognized)
The signs of the times point to the necessity of the modification of the
system of administration.—Times.
(It is becoming clear that the administrative system must be modified)
No year passes now without evidence of the truth of the statement thai
the work of government is becoming increasingly difficult.—Spectator.
(Every year shows again how true it is that...)
The first private conference relating to the question of the convocation
of representatives of the nation took piace yesterday.—Times.
(on national representation)
There seems to have been an absence of attempt at conciliation between
rival sects.—Daily Telegraph.
(The sects seem never even to have tried mutual conciliation)

